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Papers of Marianne Ellenbogen (née Strauss)

Marianne papers

1/1 Marianne Strauss: childhood correspondence
commonplace book

c.1932-9
1932-5

1/2 Correspondence, in German, from Marianne in Berlin;
diary, in German, with loose papers

Feb 1942

1/3 Correspondence, in German, from Ernst to Marianne in
Berlin

Feb-Mar 1942

1/4 Correspondence, in German, from Ernst at Izbica to
Marianne

Apr-Aug 1942

1/5 Correspondence of Marianne with the Red Cross
regarding Ernest, with Julie Koppel, Schwerte Tamara;
copies of Langer/Weinberg correspondence
Letter relating to the death of Lore Strauss

1942-3

1946

1/6 Correspondence of Marianne Strauss from Germany and
relating to migration to Great Britain

1945-52

1/7 Correspondence of Marianne Ellenbogen with Werner
Hoffman and Jakov (Klaus) Langer

1985-9

1/8 Typescript and carbon copies of a letter diary Apr-Dec 1942: later
copies

1/9 Wallet of Marianne containing ration card with stamps,
photographs, list of key contacts

1940s

1/10 Post-war fine copy of Marianne’s wartime diary written
whilst on the run; loose papers enclosed, including
correspondence, 1944, postcards, typescript papers
[in same binding as A2007/1/11]

1940s

1/11 Photo album produced by Marianne for Basil
Envelope
[in same binding as A2007/1/10]

1946

1/12 Early draft of book by Mark Roseman with corrections
by Marianne Ellenbogen

1996

1/13 BBC German service: correspondence, articles, scripts
for Letter-box programmes 

1945-6
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1/14 Papers for bilingual accounting course, German and
English; newspaper cuttings relating to the course;
notes; problems; German/English vocabulary notebooks

1941

1/15 `Marianne post-war reading:’ Two copies of
Theaterdienst, Sep 1946; Gekabelt aus moskau; Die
soziale Frage in Indien by Hermann Beythan (1943);
periodicals; Die soziale Revolution by Ferdinand Fried
(Leipzig,1942)

1929-46

Strauss family and business papers

2/1/1 Strauss family papers: correspondence, documentation,
grave inscription

1862-1939

2/1/2 Strauss family papers: notebook, 1909,  and loose pages
from books, with notes on family members, certificate of
Isaac Rosenberg, 1938, marriage certificate of Leopold
Strauss and Regina Rosenberg, 1922

1909, 1922, 1938,
n.d

2/1/3 Strauss family correspondence 1922-32

2/1/4 Strauss family papers relating to emigration: references,
forms, certificates, correspondence, newspaper cuttings

1927-41 

2/1/5 Strauss family and business papers: correspondence,
invoices and recepts, plans, tenancy agreements relating
to property in Hufelandstrasse
Stock taking and accounts book

1930-40

2/1/6 Alfred and Richard Strauss: documentation, certificates,
field postcards, newspaper cuttings

1912-34

2/1/7 Alfred Strauss: photographs and postcards, mainly of
Germany military personnel, army encampments,
graves, trenches, buildings

1916

2/1/8 Family photographs, including portraits, photocards
from the Germany army in World War I, family
gatherings, passport photographs, photographs from a
visit to Chester, 1962, one photograph in colour
negatives of photographs;
Identification cards, mainly Marianne Strauss

n.d. 1962

1926-46

2/1/9 Copies of Jüdische Auswanderung 1936-9

2/2/1 Strauss business papers: books listing business contacts
of Siegfried Strauss; tariff books, 1910; gold conversion

1910, 1925, 1932-
6, n.d.
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book, 1925

2/2/2 Strauss business papers: account books 1919-37

2/2/3 Strauss business papers: lists of traders, circulars, copies
of correspondence and papers relating to levels of
protein, water, fat, etc. in foodstuffs

1921-39

2/2/4 Strauss business papers: invoices, certificates, papers,
including from the London Corn Trade Association,
relating to the purchase of grain; lists of traders

1923-34

2/2/5 Strauss business papers: contacts book; conversion
tables; booklets relating to tariffs, trades practices;
pages from Die Westwirtschaft

c.1926-8, n.d.

1940

2/2/6 Strauss business papers: pamphlets, leaflets, notices in
German relating to food content, food production and
breeds of livestock

1930s

2/2/7 Strauss business papers: payroll book 1930-5

2/2/8 Strauss business papers: correspondence; flyers and
technical drawings of machinery; map of parts of north
Germany, Denmark and Sweden by Karl Gross, Bremen,
1876; plan of the industry in the north of Essen, Oct
1932; drawings for business signs

1932-3, 1876

2/2/9 Strauss business papers: income tax forms, in German 1932-7

2/2/10 Strauss business papers: correspondence with the
Department responsible for corn, foodstuffs and other
land matters

1933-5

2/2/11 Strauss business papers: correspondence concerning
the importation of goods with Deutsch-Rumanische
Handelskammer

1933-40

2/2/12 Strauss business papers: financial papers 1934-40

2/2/13 Strauss business papers: forms and financial papers 1938-9

2/3/1 Strauss property: papers, in German, including plans,
relating to property Duisburgerstrasse 100, Dinslaken

1899-1941

2/3/2 Strauss property: estimates for building work, plans,
elevations for apartment block and other buildings for
Strauss business

1922
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2/3/3 Strauss property: papers, in German, including sketch
plans, account books and invoices and receipts for
building work, relating to property Hufelandstrasse 23,
and Ladenspelderstrasse 47, Essen

1922-42

2/3/4 Strauss property: papers, in German, relating to
property in Essen, particularly: Mackensenstrasse 69

1923-41

2/3/5 Strauss property: papers, in German, including rent
books and tax papers, relating to Strauss property in
Essen

1923-42

2/3/6 Strauss property: papers, in German, relating to
property Brunnenstrasse 81, Essen

1924-32

2/3/7 Strauss property: plans for property for Alfred Strauss 1935-6

2/3/8 Strauss property: papers, in German, including plans
and correspondence,  invoices and receipts for building
work, in German, relating to property
Hufelandstrasse.25, Essen

1935-41

2/3/9 Strauss property: invoices, estimates, receipts for work
on property Hufelandstrasse 23, Essen

1936

2/3/10 Strauss property: copies of forms, ground book and
papers relating to property in Dinslaken

1937-40

Other business papers

3/1 David Dahl and Company business papers:
correspondence between Dahl and Kurt Orgler, ground
book and financial papers relating property of  Kurt
Orgler

1925-39

3/2 Dahl and Company business papers: invoices,
correspondence relating to business with firms,
including Heinr. Wiese, Lippstadt, Cramer and
Kromberg, von der Heydt-Kersten and Sohne, and
Wolf and Bamberger; tax forms

1927-40

3/3 Tax book for a number of firms in Essen 1924-9

3/4 Financial papers relating to the Kultussteuer 1934-9

3/5 Papers relating to the liquidation of the firm Salta
G.m.b.h,. copy of plan of plots of land
Tax papers of Anna Rosenberg relating to a tax on

1936-40

1939
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Jews
Address list

Restitution papers

4/1 Restitution “A”: correspondence, in German, with
German lawyers

1956-64

4/2 Restitution “B”: correspondence, in German, with
lawyers

1955

4/3 Restitution “B” - “D”:  Papers for the estate of Leopold
Stern, including correspondence of Leopold Stern
concerning the estate of Ida Nordlinger, financial
papers relating to Alfred Strauss business

1935-7

4/4 Restitution “C”: correspondence in German, with
lawyers, relating to gold and silver claims

1955-6

4/5 Restitution “D”: correspondence, in German, with
lawyers

1958

4/6 Restitution “E”: correspondence, in German, with
lawyers, mainly Engelbrecht and the fees battle with
Schroetter

1939, 1954-7, 1961-
2

4/7 Restitution “F”: copies of lists of all the tax payments
made by the Strauss family

1941-2: copies
1955

4/8 Restitution “F”: correspondence, in German, mainly
with Gebruder Frieben

1954-6

4/9 Restitution “G”: correspondence, in German, with
lawyers, relating to Richard Strauss

1960-3

4/10 Restitution “H”: correspondence, in German, mainly
with Rechtsanwalt Schroetter, notaries

1954-6

4/11 Restitution “H”: correspondence, in German;
statements under oath; lists, some with monetary
values, of items owned by the Strauss family

1955-63

4/12 Restitution “I”: correspondence, in German, with
German lawyers with regard items owned by Alfred
and Leopold Strauss; map 

1956-64

4/13 Restitution “J”: correspondence, mainly in German 1955-7
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4/14 Restitution “K”: correspondence, some in German,
relating to monies from the estate of Siegfried and
Alfred Strauss

1945-60 

4/15 Restitution “R”: correspondence, copies of legal
agreements, in German

1952-5

4/16 Restitution: correspondence, some in German;
Deutsche Bank bankbook

1946-54

4/17 Restitution: correspondence, mainly in German, with
German notaries, with lawyers in Lincoln’s Inn,
London

1950-3

4/18 Restitution: correspondence, some in German, with
lawyers

1950-60

4/19 Restitution: correspondence, in German, with German
lawyers, copies of documents, papers setting out the
value of items owned by the Strauss family

1952-58

4/20 Restitution: correspondence, mainly in German, with
German notaries, with lawyers in Lincoln’s Inn,
London, and with banks

1953-7

4/21 Restitution:  covering letter from L.Koplowitz to
Marianne Ellenbogen with copies of Siegfried Strauss
bank statements

1955, 1939-43

4/22 Restitution: correspondence, in German, with lawyers 1958-61

4/23 Restitution: correspondence, in German, arranged
chronologically

1959-69


